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sion ; through birth, ageing and death, through pain and lamenta-
tions, through sorrow, suffering, and despair is the fire kindled.—
The whole world standeth in flames ; the whole world is wrapt
and shadowed in smoke ; the whole world is devoured by fire;
the whole world quaketh."
It is this fearful and sorrowful vision of the world that
forces the Buddhist Into his abstracting attitude, as, indeed,
according to legend, Buddha also was brought to his life's
quest through a similar impression of the world. The
dynamic animation of the object as the fons et origo of
abstraction is strikingly expressed in Buddha's symbolic
language. This animation is not dependent upon feeling-
into, but corresponds rather with an a priori unconscious
projection—a projection actually existing from the begin-
ning. "~ The term * projectionJ hardly seems qualified to
carry the real meaning of this phenomenon. Projection is
really an act that transpires, and not a condition existing
from the beginning, which is clearly what we are dealing
with here. It seems to me that L£vy-BruhPs concept
" participation mystique" is more descriptive of this
condition, seeking, as it does, to formulate the primordial
relationship of the primitive to his object For the
primitive, objects have a dynamic animation, charged, as
it were, with soul-stuff or soul-force (not absolutely soul-
endowed as is assumed by the animistic hypothesis), so
that they have an immediate psychic effect upon the man,
producing what is practically a dynamic identification
with the object T^hus in certain primitive languages
objects of personal use have a gender denoting 'alive'
(the suffix of the * thing living1). With the abstracting
attitude it is much the same, for here also the object has
an a priori animation and independence; far from needing
any feeling-into on the part of the subject, the object
commands so strong an influence that introversion is
almost forced upon one. The powerful unconscious libido

